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LEADING A GREEN
RECOVERY

MAKING WAVES IN
PANEL PRODUCTS

COLOURFUL FIT-OUT
WITH IRO TIMBER

Arnold Laver

David Hopkins, Chief
Executive of the Timber
Trade Federation, sees more
than ‘green shoots’ ahead
Ex-Chancellor Norman Lamont’s now famous mention of ‘green shoots’ when speaking of economic
recovery from recession have now become part of the national lexicon.
There is a vast untapped business opportunity in the
form of an environment-centred recovery that joinery
companies and their timber suppliers should seek to drive
forward together as the country looks for a way out of the
Covid-19 crisis.
Sustainably-grown timber is at the forefront of climate
change, storing CO2 in its wood fibre for the duration
of a timber product’s lifetime. Joinery companies using
sustainably-grown wood have a ready marketing tool, able
to capture a share of the public’s recent and vociferous
concern over climate change if properly promoted. Working
together, sharing knowledge and promoting quality, in both
materials and craft skills, can only bring better business to
everyone involved in the joinery supply chain.

In this first issue of Joined-Up Business we explore
some of the knowledge of timber species, products, and
methods which members of the Timber Trade Federation,
your supply chain partners, can offer joineries large and
small. We look at products that offer cost-cutting options;
how to store timber products until business comes back
to normal levels; species choice with which to differentiate
further your skilled craftsmanship, and new product options
to give you the edge over competitors, and to help expand
your markets.
Dovetailing our business interests, we can work
together to ensure that the return to business produces
not merely economic ‘green shoots’ but a profitable and
green-led future for the sector through which we are all
inseparably connected.

BSW Timber

TV programmes like Grand Designs have sparked new
interest in using panel products as decorative surfaces.
“Householders are increasingly appreciating the natural
look of wood fibre for interiors,” says Andrew Wharrier,
Head of Marketing & Communications at Arnold Laver.
“New products such as our Riva and Veria panels give you
creative options to offer your customers.” These ribbed,
wood-throughout panels combine an MDF core with a
wood veneer surface. A ‘Flex’ option is also available for
curved surfaces. “Riva and Veria panels can be used for
wall cladding, cupboard fronts or furniture, amongst other
applications,” says Arnold Laver’s Andrew Wharrier.

The fit-out sector is always on the look-out for attractive
and colourful materials.
IRO Timber, a natural timber solution from BSW,
comes in 15 different colourways. It is crafted using the
Japanese Yakisugi heat enhancement process, combined
with brushing, high-pressure treatment and coating with
Rubio Monocoat’s coloured wood cream, giving it a
water-repellent surface. Two stages of kiln-drying and the
additional heat enhancement makes the range even more
resilient. IRO timber is also HVOC-free, an important selling
point in a growing market for ‘healthy’ building fit-outs.

MDF TAMES
MOUNTAIN WEATHER

TEAK REPLACEMENT
WORKS EASILY

MEDITE SMARTPLY

SURF OUR CHANNEL!

The Timber Trade Federation
is developing a new channel
on its website at ttf.co.uk
dedicated to the needs of
joiners. You’ll find guides to
panel products, joinery timbers,
standards, responsible sourcing,
timber and sustainability, and
much more.
Visit www.ttf.co.uk/joiners to
surf our channel soon!
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INTRODUCING OUR REGIONS
Like many other trade associations, the Timber Trade
Federation has six distinct regional associations. Some have
events to which guests are invited, such as our North East
Timber Trade Association and its morning event on fire risk
and timber products back in December. Get to know the
region closest to you: their websites are listed below:
EATTA (East Anglia) eatta.co.uk
LSETTA (London/South East) lsetta.co.uk
NETTA (North East) netta.org
NWTTA (North West) nw-tta.com
SRTTA (Southern) srtta.com
WTTA (Western) western-timber.co.uk

The choice of MDF as a material to replace a Lake District
mountain rescue box in Dow Craig, Coniston, may seem
surprising. The MDF in question, though, was Medite’s
Tricoya Extreme (MTX), guaranteed for 50 years for
external use, even in tough environments.
The iconic blue boxes of Coniston Mountain Rescue
have to withstand extremes of weather. The Rescue team
chose Medite Tricoya Extreme as local joiner and member
of the rescue team, Rob Jones, had already experienced
using it in other refurbishment work after the 2015 floods.
Medite Tricoya Extreme is easy to machine and can
be cut to suit any situation. Modification will not affect
its ability to withstand the elements. Additional qualities
include durability, dimensional stability and an ability to
be used in situations not normally considered feasible for
wood-based panel products.

Lignia Wood

Lignia® Wood is the first modified timber to be
manufactured in Britain. Lignia is a densified softwood,
produced sustainably, with a Class 1 Durability rating.
It is manufactured using a resin impregnation and heat
modification process which improves its dimensional
stability. A 50-year warranty is offered for certain
applications. A low-movement timber, Lignia machines
in the same fashion as a medium density hardwood;
dust created can be treated as normal wood dust. It is
used in applications from furniture to flooring, and in
boat-building is being used as a replacement for Teak.
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BRANCHING OUT
Finding ways to save cost
as business resumes
means looking at new
ways with materials.

EXPANDING HORIZONS

NEW WAYS
WITH WINDOWS

Ringing the changes

Are there window manufacturing practices from fellow
joineries around the country which could benefit your
business locally? Phil McCormick, Director at specialist
timber merchant Nicks Timber in Gloucester, certainly thinks
so: “Joiners’ preferences do have their regional variations.
For example from Sheffield northwards, whitewood is
popular for joinery work. South of Sheffield, many joiners
wouldn’t even consider it,” he relates.
“In Europe one of the species most often used for
window manufacture is actually Spruce,” Phil McCormick
continues. “In combination with excellent practical design,
it results in a better quality window. Bigger window
manufacturers are also switching to laminated softwood
sections which saves them time and money on materials.”

STEPPING UP
TO STAIRS
American Softwoods SYP Staircase

American billionaire J Paul Getty once said that in
challenging times, experience could be your worst enemy.
Yet experience can work both ways: it might limit your
vision on materials and ways of working, but your TTF
member timber supplier’s experience could show you a
way forward to greater cost efficiencies.
“Wide whitewood is still around for stair manufacture
but these days it’s often a laminated product,” says Stuart
Newman, Managing Director of Setra Wood Products:
“Lamination avoids any problems with splits and shakes
down the length of the piece. The laminated wide
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LAMINATED PRODUCTS

In recovering from the economic shock of the Covid-19
pandemic, joineries will need to distinguish their business
from the competition. Utilising your suppliers’ knowledge
can bring you a wider range of timber species, potentially
appealing to a wider range of likely customers.

Wood Windows Alliance

Stephen King, Sales Director, Industrial Solutions at
SCA Wood UK, adds: “In Scandinavia, they use a lot more
heartwood in manufacturing wood windows because of
its durability and longevity, and because it can conform to
local regulations where further treatment is not permitted.”

Keeping costs down
Whilst seeking a high quality substrate, many smaller
joineries could ultimately save themselves money by
accepting more standardised window section sizes, SCA’s
Stephen King reveals: “This would enable them to source
from a wider range of suppliers,” he comments. “Competition
amongst suppliers drives down business costs, and in
these uncertain times, that can only be a good thing.”

whitewood which Setra Wood Products sources comprises
2-3 lamels and, being defect-free, makes manufacturing
easier and quicker.
“We’ve seen an increase in demand for laminated
Whitewood sections such as 32x275mm and 38x275mm
from staircase producers. We’ve also seen increasing
demand for 50x100mm and 100x100mm Redwood
laminated posts for newels,” Setra’s Stuart Newman adds.

Specialist knowledge
There are alternatives to laminated products, as Gordon
Lamb, Director at specialist timber merchants Robbins Timber
in Bristol, relates: “Douglas Fir or Southern Yellow Pine (SYP)
are great for wider sections up to 300mm, particularly useful
for producing stairs. They are both fairly knot-free, usually
called ‘Clear grades’. These alternatives are generally readily
available from specialist timber merchants like ourselves,
so come and talk to us about your needs.”

“Oak is ever-popular, with European Oak often used for
external work and American White Oak for internal work.”
says Gordon Lamb, Director at Robbins Timber. “Yet
there’s also American Red Oak, which for some reason
hasn’t taken off though it’s a plentiful, available species
and a good alternative. Most consumers wouldn’t know
the difference in looking at it.
“American Lime is coming into fashion for kitchens,”
continues Robbins’ Gordon Lamb “We are selling a lot of
it to kitchen manufacturers. Its advantage over Tulipwood is
that it is more stable. Tulipwood is often kilned fast and hot
causing case-hardening, which leads to snags and splits on
the surface of kitchen units. Using American Lime gives a
similar creamy colour.
“If you’re looking for something instead of normal
softwoods to differentiate your work, have a look at Red
Grandis,” adds Gordon Lamb. “It’s cheaper than Sapele but
similar in durability; it’s also very stable. It can be obtained
with FSC certification. Laminated, engineered sections of
Red Grandis help joiners to reduce waste. It also takes a
stain nicely, in comparison, say, with Idigbo.”
American Red Oak, AHEC

Laminated Accoya®, International Timber

Red Grandis,
James Latham

Radiata Pine,
International Timber

Laminated Sapele
Sapele now comes in different formats with advantages
for joinery manufacturers, says John Dowd, International
Timber’s Category Director, Specialist Products: “Some
joinery customers who would normally use sawn Sapele
have identified the business gains they can make through
the improved yield, reduced waste, consistency and
reduction in downtime offered by laminated Sapele.
Though it may initially be more expensive than sawn
Sapele, laminated Sapele is paying dividends on their
investment. We also offer laminated/engineered Meranti.”
A surprising option in laminated timbers is laminated
“Laminated Accoya
Accoya®, John Dowd reveals:
sections benefit customers looking for significantly larger
section sizes than the maximum 75mm currently available.
We offer a bespoke service to help customers with their
requirements. Laminated Accoya is especially useful for
structures where the timber needs to deal with external
weather conditions. It can also be used structurally in lots
of different applications.”
For joineries not yet convinced about laminated
products there are alternatives: “These include some of
the clear softwoods such as New Zealand (Radiata) Pine
and Southern Yellow Pine (SYP),” continues International’s
John Dowd, “New Zealand Pine is popular with customers
who like Accoya but only need material for internal joinery.
SYP is popular for internal staircase manufacture as it is
produced mainly in thinner dimensions – 25mm, 32mm
and 38mm – but also wide: 200mm 250mm and 300mm.”
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LEAP OF FAITH?

TROPICAL HARDWOODS

Will the FLEGT initiative restore the joinery sector’s faith
in the sustainability of tropical hardwoods?
The joinery sector has rightly protected its
reputation by insisting on working with timber that is
certified as sustainably-grown through one of the widely
accepted schemes such as those run by Forest Stewardship
Council® or PEFC™. The sector has somewhat lost faith
in tropical hardwoods over time. Yet with the advent of
FLEGT licensing, is now the moment to reconsider using
such materials? The supply chain for door blanks
from Indonesia highlights the transformational change in
recent years.
FLEGT stands for Forest Law Enforcement,
Governance and Trade. The process starts with a Voluntary
Partnership Agreement (VPA), under which the producer
country puts in place a Timber Legality Assurance Scheme
which satisfies the demands of EUTR on legally and
sustainably sourced timber entering Europe. The FLEGT
mechanism also ensures that the economic benefits of
trade in legal and sustainable timber are returned to the
relevant people in producer countries.

Pacific Rim Wood

Pacific Rim Wood
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Pacific Rim Wood

Fast-growing species

EU FLEGT-REDD Facility

Flamebreak™ door blanks comprise a hardwood laminated
core made from Falcata (Paraserianthes falcataria), with front
and back plywood faces made from Meranti. “Falcata is a
fast-growing species, ready for harvest in 8-9 years,” Shaun
Hannan continues. “Its special properties include its lighter
weight and lower density, which means it peels easily as a
veneer and machines well. It also means that the resulting
fire door can be lighter in weight, which is useful factor in
healthcare settings and multiple-occupancy buildings.
“Falcata also has other benefits at local producer level. It is
grown as a canopy tree, enabling the small farmers supplying
the mills to gain a second crop from the land underneath.
Common crops grown beneath Falcata trees include ginger,
coffee and cocoa. It therefore returns multiple benefits to
local communities,” Pacific Rim’s Shaun Hannan reveals.

Pacific Rim Wood

Decade of change
After more than a decade of reform in its forest supply chains,
Indonesia was the first producer country to meet European
standards on legal harvesting, and the sustainable re-growth
of its forest resource, under its VPA agreement with the EU.
It was thus awarded the ability to licence its products under
FLEGT. Door blanks, manufactured from tropical hardwood
materials in Indonesia, and designed for specific performance
criteria, are now making inroads into the UK market.
“Back in the early 2000s I remember engaging with
Greenpeace on their concerns over Indonesian timber,”
says Shaun Hannan, director at Pacific Rim Wood Ltd.
“There was a definite need for change,” he continues. “The
Indonesians are very switched on and recognised that if they
fulfilled European market demands across the board, from
environmental sustainability to legal harvesting, but also in
the areas of product quality and performance, they would
generate economic benefits and improve their reputation.
The first Indonesian FLEGT licensed plywood and door blanks
arrived in the UK in November 2016,” Shaun Hannan relates.
“As a timber agency business, we took the decision long
ago to work with the Indonesians not only on reform but
also on transformation of their approach to European and
global markets,” Shaun Hannan continues. “We worked with
our supplying mills to look at the types of products most
likely to succeed on the basis of design and quality, as well
as on strict adherence to standards on everything from glue
bond performance to product testing. The result is that a
range of products is now available, of which Flamebreak™
30- and 60-minute BWF Certifire-approved hardwood door
blanks are one.”

Pacific Rim Wood

Pacific Rim Wood

Aligning with markets
Meranti from Indonesia has an even face, is abundant
as a material and takes coatings and stains well, making it
ideal for the joinery sector. It also has a number of colouring
variations aside from the familiar red: yellow, white and even
pink Meranti is available.
The combination of two
abundant species with Pacific Rim Wood’s concentration
on quality throughout the manufacturing process, and a
product development regime aligned directly with UK
market needs, means that Indonesian products such as
Flamebreak™ door blanks offer a responsible and reliable
choice for the UK joinery manufacturing sector.
“With the safeguards put in place through FLEGT it is
certainly worth considering FLEGT-licenced Indonesian
timber products,” Shaun Hannan affirms.
For his work in transforming supply chains, Shaun Hannan
received a Primaduta Award from Indonesia’s government.
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THRIFTY TIPS
FOR STORING TIMBER
Billionaire Paul Getty is reported as saying that he grew
up “in an era where thrift was still considered a virtue”.
Thrift in materials purchasing is central to profitable joinery
production. Ensuring that your investment in stock is
protected by good storage practice during periods of
shut-down or slower than average orders is therefore key
to a cost-efficient return to full business.
The cardinal rules for storing timber products can be
summed up in the mantra: keep it flat, keep it dry and
keep it level. Although this sounds basic, it’s surprising the
damage that inexperienced staff can cause to your stock
by skimping on too few bearers, or using bearers of just
slightly different heights. Bearers need to be of equal
dimension, placed on a firm, level surface, with centres
around 600mm-800mm depending on the product. The
storage area should be shaded, with no direct sunlight that
could create temperature-related problems. Timber needs
to breathe, so remove the plastic pack wrappers for timber
stored indoors.

Brooks Bros Timber

Gilmour & Aitken

Moisture matters
Joinery shops are normally dry, well-ventilated spaces. When
joinery facilities are not being used as normal, it’s wise to
check that the temperature and humidity of the atmosphere
in the timber storage area deviates as little as possible from
normal, to avoid any problems with distortion.
Sheet materials should be kept strapped but unwrapped,
with bearers supporting successive layers in vertical
alignment with the originals at ground level. Board moisture
content needs to be kept between 8-10%. One or two scrap
panels should be placed on top of stacks to reduce the effect
of any short-term changes in environmental conditions.

DELIVERING TO EXPECTATION
As the return to work is phased in, firms may
initially be working with a skeleton staff. Tasks such as
checking deliveries of certified, sustainable timber
may be handled by those less familiar with the system.
Certification Scheme PEFC has produced a Timber
Delivery Checklist, giving details of documents that should
be produced when accepting deliveries. “To maintain
PEFC chain of custody it’s essential to have complete
documentation,” says Alun Watkins, Executive Director
of PEFC UK. “Joineries are welcome to use the checklist.
We also have a joinery sector information leaflet
available under Publications at pefc.co.uk.”
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